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Kinoshita wave functions for helium and helium-like atoms have been genera1ized by using 
ha1ιinteger powers forconstituent terms. An extensive optimization has been performed for these 
powers as well as出eexponent and mixing coefficients.百leoptima1 fUIlctions have been 
constructed for由enumber of terms N = 10， 20，30， 50， 1∞and恥 atomicnumber Z= 1 (H-)-1O 
(Ne8+). It is demons回 .tedthat the use of ha1f-in飽gerpowers dr創natica11yimproves白eaccurョcyof
出eKinoshita function: In the case of He， for example， the optima1 1∞-term function gives 
-2.903724377033 hartrees， which is only lxlO-12 hartrees higher血anthe most accurate 
literature va1ue. The high accuracy Qf the optima1 Kinoshita functions with ha1f-integer powershas 
been a1so confirmed for the first two excited states of the helium atom. (C) 1996 American lnstitute 
01 Physics. [S0021-9606(96)01215・5J
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the early daysof quantum mechanics， Hylleraasl-5 
succeeded to obtain accurate wave functions for helium and 
helium.批 eatoms. For S sta低s，Hyl1eraas proposed an ex-
panslOn， 
N 
φN=exp( -(s)~ Cjitmiuni， 
where 
s= Ir1 + Ir21， t= Jrd -lr21， u= Ir1-r21. 
h出e.Hyller制 wavefunction (1)， exponentιmixing co-
efficients {cふanda set of non-negative integers {lj ，mi ，nJ 
m 阿 'ame蜘， where {mJ must be even for IS由旬sand 
odd for 3 S states. Accurate variationa1 determinations of 
these parameters were reported in Refs. 6-10. 
In 1957， Kinoshitall，12 discussed (see a1so Scherr13)白紙
血.eHylleraas expansion (1) cannot be a forma1 series sohト
tion of血eSchrodinger equation for two-el即位onatoms and 
proposed an a1temative expansion， 
'l' N= exp( -(s必州mi(~r，
which genera1izes血eHylleraas exp組 sionthrough negative 
powers of the variables s and u. To our knowledge， actua1 
applications of the Kinoshita expansion have been very lim-
ited: Only for the ground-state He atom， Kinoshitall，12 re-
po託edlか， 22・， 34-， 38・， 39・， and 80・termfunctions， and 
Davidson14 constructed 34・加d44・termfunctions. Some of 
these functions were improved8 by the reoptimization of the 
pru加 leters(and {cJ. Very recently，15 an ex蜘 siveopti凶咽
zation has been performed for the composition of N terms， as
well as ( and {c;}， of the Kinoshita expansion (2).τbe re-
sults for N= 1-100 and Z= 1-10 showed15白紙theoptima1 
term selection (iム optimizationof the powers {lj ，mj川})
chヨstica11yimproves the accuracy of the Kinoshita function. 
In the present paper， we show that a genera1ization of the 
powers台。mintegers to ha1f-integer百， followed by the varia-
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tiona1 optimization of these powers， improves much dramati-
ca11y血eaccuracy of血eKinoshita expansion. Namely，our 
genera1ized Kinoshita expansion is 
'l'N=叶 (3) 
、 ? ? ? ?? ?， ， ? ?
It is impo此antthat the extension企'Omintegerωha1f-integer 
va1ues of the powers litle loses the simplicity of the origina1 
Kinoshita . expansion (2) and yet does not cause組 ynew 
complexity in the eva1uation of由.eHru凶ltonianand overlap 
ma凶xelements (see Sec. 1). For血eHylleraas expansion 
(1)， the use of ha1f-integer powers was studied by 
Schw紅包16-18and Sehwartz19 with definite success. How-
ever， the essentia1 diffe問nceof our approach from theirs is 
也evariationa1 determination of optima1 combination of these 
powers. The exponent.( and曲e凶 xingcoefficients {c J 
have been optir凶zedaswell. The resultant optima1 Kinoshita 
functions with ha1f-integer powers are reported here for 
N = 10， 20， 30， 50， 1∞and for Z= 1 (H-)伽 ough10 (Ne+) 
in their ground state.τbe present best He energy from the 
optima1 100・termfunction is -2.903724 377 033 hぽ釘田S
which is only 1 X 10-12 har田esabove the most accurate lit-
erature value obtained by using more血an200匂rmswith 
morecomplicated forms. ExaInination of 也e first 
( 1 s2s ，2 3 S)and second (1 s2s ，2 1 S)excited states of He 
(2) 
TABLEI.O戸imalKinoshita energies for the He atom in the ground (1 I S) 
state. 
op白nalKinoshita Optimal Kinoshita 
N wi出halιinteger伊Iwers with integer poweぉ
5 -2.903569904286 -2.90338491545 
10 一2.903721 712458 -2.卯1370768814
20 -2.卯'3724 228 359 -2.903 723 60839 
30 一2.如'3724 361 888 -2.903724 249 24 
40 -2.903724 359 34 
50 -2.903724 376 757 -2.903724372 40 
100 -2.903724377033 -2.90372437695 
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TABLE I. Optimal s汀uctureof some N -term Kinoshita. functions fc町 theground-state He atom. Powers 
(lj ，mj ，nj) of Eq. (3)眠 showntoge血.erwith the 'exponent ，.
N=5 '=1.834382779 (E=-2.卯'3569 904 286) 
(0，0，0)(1，0，2)(2，0，3)(3.0，2)(4ム3)
N=1O '=1.721032471 (E=-2.903721712458) 
(0，0，0)(0，0，2)(1，0，0)(1，0，2)(2，0，2)(2，0，3)(3，2，1)(3，2，3)(5ム4)(11，41)
N=20 '=1.995225276 (E=-2.卯13724 228 359) 
(0，0，0)(0，0，5)(2，0必(2，0，4)(3，0，0)(3，0，3)(3，0，η(5，0，2)(7，0，3)(8，0，0)
(9，0，2)(2ム4)(4ム4)(4，2，5)(4，2，6)(8，2，4)(12，2，3)(6，46)σ，4;9)(15人8)











shows that血ep陀sentgeneralization and optimization of the 
Kinoshita functionalso work for excited states. Hartree 
atomic 則 tsare used throu.ghout出ispaper. 
百lenonlinear parameter ( was determined by the scaling 
procedure (see， e.g.， Ref. 20) so白紙血evirial theorem is 
satisfied， i.e.， V=ー 2TorE=ー が14Tholds. where T and V 
are the kinetic and potential energies， respectively. Since the 
optimal values for ( and {c;} are mutually dependent， the 
de低rminationsof ( and {cJ， for a given set of {lj ，mj ，n;}， 
were repeated altemately until our convergence threshold 
1 VI2T+ 1:s; 1 X10-12 is satisfied. 
札 COMPUTATIONALDETAILS 
τ'he gene凶 izedKinoshita wave function (3) includes 
h叩 parameters{c ;} and nonlinear parameterS ( and 
{lj ，mj ，n;}. 
For given values of -( and {lj ，mj川}，由elinear param-
eters {c;} were variationally determined by solving a gener-
alized eigenvalue equation HC=SCE， where al the Hamil-
toni組 Hij and overlap S ijma回xelements創官 expressedin 
terms of a basic integral 
/ ds / dt /' du exp( -2(s )sjtiuk 
JO JO JI 
r(i+ j+k+2) (4) 
(j+ 1)(j+k+2)(2()什 j+k+3・
Since i + j + k iseither integer or halιin飽gerfor也ewave 







官ledetermination of the best set of powers {lj ，mj ，n;} 
(i= 1，…，N) is not simple. After various examinations， we 
have employed in血epresent study an iterative local op出凶・
zation which is outlined as follows. 
(1) For a given N， we choose a set of powers {lj ，mj川}
(i= 1，…，N) as佃 initialvalue. (2) We locally optimizethe 
powers (lj ，mi ，n) for the jth総rm，keeping the remaining 
powers {lj，mj，n;} (i=lj) fixed.τ'he exponent ( and血eco-
efficients {c;} are always optimized by the methods described 
earlier. (3) The local optimization of powers is appliedωall 
the N terms in tum to complete one cycle of power optimi-
zations. (4) Such a cycle is iterated until no further improve-
ment is obtained within one cycle of the local power optimi-
zation. 
All the aforementioned pr田巴d町田 (1)ー (4)are repeated 
starting from many di妊erentinitial sets of powers in order to 
find a best composition of powers for the N terms. We finally 
obtain the optimal N -term Kinoshita function specified by 
T ABLE il. Comparison of some very accurate energies E and白enumbers N of used terms for the He atom. 
N E Remarks Refere齢 e
1078 -2.903724 375 Perime佐icvariables 21 
1648 -2.903724376707 Gaussian geminals 22 
50 -2.903724376757 Optimal Kinoshita witb halιinteger powers Present 
100 -2.903724 377 033 句timalKinoshita with half-integer powers Present 
230 -2.903724 377 034 0 HyIleraaS with log teI'ms 23 
616 -2.903724 377 034 073 HyIleraas with double exponents'plus hydrogenic 24 
308 -2.903724 377 034 1144 Kinoshita with合actionalpowers 25 
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TABLEIV.句也nalKinoshi飽energiesfi町山H-ion. 
op唯imalK泊ωhita














一0.527750 736 888 1・
一0.527751 0146525 
-0.527751 0165227 







出ebest parame飽rvalues of ι{c;}，組 d{lj ，mj ，n;} for a 
given Z. 
目1.RESULTS ANO. OISCUSSION 
Table 1 summarizes the en巴曙iesE of the optimal N -term 
Kinoshita functions (N = 5-1∞) with half-integer powers 
for the helium atom.百lecorresponding results obtained1S 
with integer powers are also given there for comp紅ison.百le
accelerated energy convergence with increasing N is clear 
for the use ofhalf-integer powers.百le50・termenergy from 
half-integer powers compares wel1 with the 1∞-term energy 
from integer powers. In Table 1， the detailed structures of 
出.eoptimal functions紅eexemplified for He. We find白紙偽e
optintal composition of Nterms. is not regular when N is 
increased: The terms appeared in the optimal N ~term func・
tion do not always appear in the optimal N' -term function 
(N'>N).百lismakes the empirical determination of the op・
timal s佐ucturedifficult， but at the same tinte makessignifi-
cant con凶butionぬ theenergy improvement when the num-
ber of constituent terms is increased. 
TABLE V.句timall0-teniI. Kinωhita energies for Li + (Z = 3 )血rough











-93.906 806 515 03 
Limit 
-7.279913 412“9 
-13.655566 238 42 













In Table m we collect some of very accurate He ener-
gies froIn the litera制限21-25組 dcompare them with曲e
present best results企'omthe optintal 50・andl00-term Ki-
noshita functions wi白 half-integerpowers. If the employed 
numbers of expansion terms are taken into account， we see 
白eefficiency of the op也nalKinoshita. function. In particu・
lar，白epresent 50-term energy is. already lower白鑑1白e
famous Pekeris value21 obtained with 1078 terms. Moreover， 
出epresent 1∞-term energy is only lXIO-12 har悦 eshigher 
出組themost accurate value2S in spite of the smallness of the 
present expanslon. 
百Jehydrogen儲泊on(Z= 1) is known23ωbe very difi.-
cult compared to血eother two-elec加 natoms. Several opti-
mal Kinoshita energies for血.eH'-ion釘"elis総din Table IV. 
A few literaωre values23-25紅'ealso included由.erefor com-
parison.百lepresent Kinoshita functions composed of the 
optintally selec飽dterms are found to be also effective for 
H-:官le0戸rnall00-鈴，rmenergy， for examμe， ismuch bet-
ter than也e230・termenergy i"eported by Freund et al.23 It 
waS also clarified"白紙forH-(Z= 1)， the radial correlation 
(represented rnainly by血evariables s and t) Is more impor-
tant as opposed to血ean伊1紅 correlation(represen凶
mainly by the variable u) significant for Z~ 2. Although we 
omit也edetails， comparison of白eoptimal structures for 
TABLE VI. Optimal Kinoぬitaenergies wi血 half-integerpowers for the He atom in曲efirst excited 
(1$2$，23S) S阻te.
OptimaJ Kino血i包 Pekeris 百昌也釘・Smith 面ake
N 加ωent) (Ref.21) (Ref.26) (Ref.24) 
10 -2.175222991807 
20 -2.175229239802 -2.175229 193 
30 -2.175229368 131 -2.175229343 





1∞ -2.175229378225 -2.1752293780769 
125 -2.175220 979 61 
190 -2.175229378234 5 
254 -2.17522925888 
444 -2.17522937680 
616 -2.175229378236790 7 
1078 -2.175229378237 
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30 -2.145973300 682 
40 
44 

















z = 1-10 has indeed shown伽 tterms with m.片o(iム出e
radial correlation through血evariable t) appear more fre-
quent1y for Z = 1白血 forthe other cases.官邸 isalso a 
reason由atin the literature， applicfltions of a single (and 
empirical) selection rule for cons帥 enttermsωall Z values 
yielded rather p∞'r results for Z = 1 . 
For the twcトelectroncations Li+ through Ne8+，出eop-
t加alKinoshita functions are again efficient， and the conver-
gence of the corresponding energies with increasing N is as 
fast as it is for He and H一.In Table V，血epresent optimal 
loo-term Kinoshita energies are summarized. For the cations 
Be2¥B3+， and N5+， the present resu1ts coincide with the 
most accura旬 literaturevalue25.to the given decimal places. 
For the other cations， the deviations are 1 X 10-12 h紅佐田S
(Li+) and lXIO-1 h前回S(C4+， 06+， F7+， and Ne8+). 
We have also examined the accuracy of the Kinoshita 
function . with half-integer powers for the first two excited 
states of the helium atom. To our knowledge，出isis血.efirst 
application of the Kinoshita expansion to excited s飽犯s.
Table VI summarizes the present resu1ts for the first excited 
(ls2s，23S) state and comp紅白 themwith some literature 
resu1ts.21，24，26 It is immediately seen that the optimal Ki-
noshi飽和nctionis also efficient for白e. excited statiβ:When 
wecomp訂ethe energies from the same or similar number of 
expansion terrns， the Kinoshita energy is always lowest.τhe 
present loo-term energy is much better白anPekeris' 444-
term energy and c10se to Drake's 190・termenergy. Similar 
accuracy of the Kinoshita expansion is found in Table vn for 
the second excited (1 s2s ，2 ! S) state. For this state， the 100-
term Kinoshita energy is lower出anPekeris' 615・termen-
ergy and Drake's 190・termenergy. 
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have generalized the Kinoshita expansion using half-
integer powers and performed組 extensiveoptimization of 
these powers as well as血eexponent and the mixing coeffi-















ground state demons位ate白紙 the.extension. to half-integer 
powers combined with variational determination of their val-
ues substantially improves the accuracy ofthe" Kinoshita 
function. For instance， the optimal 50・termKinoshita energy 
is bet加rth佃 thePekeris 1078・termeriergy for He. The same 
is also佐uefor the first two excited states of He.27 
百1epresent success immediately suggests a向rthergen-
eralization of thepowers from half-integers to quadrant inte-
gers (iム multiplesof a qu紅白r)，for example. However， our 
pilot computations showed由atenergy improvement ob-
tained did not appeal' us compared to the complexity added 
by moving企omhalιto qua命加1tintegers. 
In the present study， we have restricted ourse]ves to the 
Kinoshita expansions with N~ 100， but we expect a similar 
improvement for N> 100 by the optimal term selection. In 
our opinion， however， itwould' be most convenient if we 
could further improve the accuracy without increasing血e
number of terms.τ'he present study shows血atthe'varia-
tional selection of the powers of constituent terms rep]aces 
the use of complicated functional forms for the terms and/or 
the use of a huge number of the terms. We wish to continue 
our effort along血isdirection towards more accurate (yet 
concise) description of helium and heliumlike atoms. 
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